Title: Reverse Light Switch.

Reason: Sticking of the reverse light switch due to overtravelling of switch plunger.

Fitting Time: 10 minutes.

Charges:
- U.K. Warranty ...............NO
- EXPORT Factory ...............NO
- Distributor ...............NO

Action:
To reduce the risk of sticking, the travel of the switch must be restricted to the minimum possible.

To ensure that this is the case proceed as follows:

1. Lubricate the plunger with silicone grease.
2. Select reverse gear.
3. With the reverse light on, bend the switch actuating bracket on the cross shaft lever away from the switch until the light switches off.
4. Bend the bracket back again approximately .125in. (3.175 mm.) so that the light is just switched on. After adjustment the bracket should be cranked so that that part of it which is in contact with the switch is perpendicular to the switch plunger as shown in Fig. 1.
5. With an assistant operating the gear lever check the operation of the switch.
6. Finally, apply a liberal coating of silicone grease to the switch and plunger to prevent ingress of water.

Would Dealers please ensure that this adjustment is carried out at or before the next service.